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800-801-7924

REL EF YOU NEED
FROM THE FIRST DOSE
With You From Day One
E imidro is a scientifica y formu ated opiate detox supp ement enginee<ed to provide you w ith the powerfu
re ief you need to overcome opiate w ithdrawa .
• justwanttothankwhoevercreated E imidro as you saved my ife!
T he re ie f that it provided me was tru y beyond wo rds. rea ydon't knowhow tothankyouenough.

-Travis from New Jersey
Opiate withdrawa is a cha enging and comp icated prob em. t often dominates your ife and threatens your
future. The intense discomfort caused by w ithdrawa makes it d ifficu t for many to continue, or even begin, their
path to sobriety. Opiate w ithdrawa is physica y and menta y overwhe ming and that is why E imidro is here to
hep.
W ith E imidro you are not a one. E imidro provides the support you need to begin your journey, regain your ife,
and take back your future.

Only opiate withdrawal product

guaranteed to work.

t is time to ive your ife free from the restraints of opiate withdrawa .

Reclaim Your Life Today
Many opiate w ithdrawa treatments on the market today come w ith the r isk of an addiction. E imidro is nonaddictive, non-habit forming, and wi he pyou permanent y overcome the w ithdrawa -the first time.
"Thank you E imid ro ! was in the worst possib e pace and was taking over 10 pi s a day with no end in sight. worried
every day that was stuck here and wou d never know what it fe t ike to ive again.
E im idro changed that. tworked so we that 'm now off them and proud of where my ife is today.

-Samantha from New York
Ellmldrol prO\'ldes a one of a kind
effectiveness and potency
that 1s unmatched by any product
1n the ·ndustry

The Elimidrol®Advantage
The E imidro advantage is in the ingredients which are sdentifica y bended into a formu a, ratherthan a tab et
orcapsu e. This a ows thepowerfu ingredients to be de ivered at a stronger dose. The high success rate is due to
E imidro 's potency and ingred ient combination, se ecting ingredients and dosages that are proven to provide the
effectiveness you need during opiate w ithdrawa . Not on y does the formu a provide the necessary re ief from
opiate withd rawa, t he effects can be fe t from the first dose

Money-Back Guarantee
We know what rea y matters is how we the product works for you, therefore we stand behind E imidro w ith a
money-back guarantee.

So, don't just take our word for it. Seeforyourse fwhy E imidro is rated #land getthe re ief you need for a
successfu recovery- from the first dose!

Our mission is to show that you have a bright and happy future waiting for you.
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"/just want to thank whoever created Elimidrol as you saved my life! The relief that it provided me was truly
beyond words. I really don't know how to thank you enough." - Travis f rom New Jersey

-Margaret from

inois

•Thank yru for helping me get my life back together. Quitting opiates was the hardest thing I ever had to do in my life. I seriously abused paj n pills for over 5 years
and tried qujtting cold-turkey one time before but couldn t. This tjme I took fiimjdrol and quitting was totally monageoble. The effects were really good ond
definitely helped me keep a pasitW. attitude throughrut this low paint in my life. I don t thj nk I could have done thjs alone ond awe so much to f lj midrol. Thank you

again.

-James from Ca ifomia

•My doctor s offlGe dosed, I couldn tget any more pills, and I was terrified of withdrawing when they ran out. I didn t know what I was going to do or where to tum. I
was planning on gettins on a different detox program but the side effects worried me too much. I was tired of feeling imprisomd by these pills and really wonted to
quit. I found Elimidrol onlineand wasn t sure if it would work for me but I really needed help and bought it anyway. fiimidrol really turned me around, Im so happy I

tried it
-Ash ey from F orida

-Pastor Dan f rom Ohio
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·Ge.tting Elimidrol was a great deeis;on. I ma skeptical person so Iwas hesitant at first because Id never heard of it and didn t want to waste my money on a product
that wasn t going to work. But this product works ... When I thought stopping was too much to handle Elimidrol took away a lot of my pain and motivated me to
continue (19hting.
-Bi from Tennessee

· vou guys are saving lives. Praise. Elimidrol and sunrise Nutroceuticals for what you are doing. Watching your son go throuah opiate withdrawal has to be the worst
thing one can experience. The feeling of not knowing how to help or even exactly what they are feeling, its utterly horrible. I found Elimidrol in a moment of
desperation and you came through with everything I was praying for. My son s whole demeanor changed. like I could tell he finaNy realized he could do it I m so
proud of him for turning his lite around and I

m so thankful for Elimidrol, wonderful help.

-Mary from Connecticut

"This product(reaking rocks. I bought it, used it, and om now good and working again. It gave me glimpses of hope when I was in a very dark place and really needed
it
-Adam from M issouri

-Natasha from M issouri

"The first time I hoord of Elimidrol I immediately thought no way. Id been alternating between heroin (shooting it 3x a day, down to 2x a day before quitting) and
methadone for 7 years, before that was weaker opiates and basically anything I could get my ha nds on. And to be honest, I initially thought it was cla iming that I
would take it and then feel good as new like withdrawal never existed. Im smart enough to know that isn t possible so Ijust disregarded it. A couple months later,
curiosity and admittingly desperation, got the better of me, so eventually I called the company and was explained that this product doesn t get rid of the
withdrawals c.omple.t ely but it helps reduce the symptoms of opiate withdrawa l to make it more comfortable. Anyways to make a long story short, I bought it This
really is g reat stuff. The difference was ol>vious and with the effects it really helped show me light at the end of the tunnel Granted, I did have some days thot
seemed extremely trugh but a couple extra dosages seemed to help take ca re of that pre.t ty quickly. All in all, I guess things ..,rk in mysterirus ways and Im so glad I
stumbled upon this Elimidrol.

-Rhonda from Ok ahoma
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-Adrienne from ndiana

·1was presc.ribed oxyc.odone by my doctor in 2002 after breakins both of my legs in a car aaident At first everything was fine. or so I believe.cl, until about a year
after the surgery I realized I was still taking the medications and started buying them on the street because I wanted more. I was arrested, spent a night in jail, and
that is when the withdrawal began. The doctor was notified of the occident due to hjs nome being on the pill bottle and immediately cut me offand switched me to
methadone. This is when things became even worse, I thought the methadone was helping but in reality it wos just a change of addiction from oxyc.odone to
methadone. Now here I was, still addicted to pills, just different pills. I was never oble to leave my house without a pill and all I could worry about was what if I lost
my bottle or forget it. This is when I was introduced to Elimidrol and it saved my life. This is not an exaageration, it SAVED my life. I started taking Elimidrol and
noticed within 30 minutes of the first dose that I was octuol/y feeling pretty comfortable ond I hod a new sense of "clarity in me (not sure how else to describe it). I
almost cried in happiness that this worked. It was the biggest relief of my entire life to know that not only was I now completely tree, I was also my old se.lfagain. I
hove not token Elimjdrol nor any sort ofdrug for the post few weeks now ond feel incredible. life is colotful ago in, I clan t fee/ hopeless depression and I honestly clo
not think I could have done it without Elimidrol. It js sad to admit but sometimes things are just too powerful no matter how much willpower you have or think you
hove. I love this product.

-E izabeth from South Caro ina

·Thank you Elimidrol I was in the worst ix>ssible place and was taking over 10 pills a day with no end in sight I worried everyday that I was stuck here and would
never know what it felt like to live ogoin. Elimjdrol changed tho!. It worked so well tho! Im now off them and proud of where my life is today.

-Samantha from New York

·1ve had chronic lumbar syndrome since I was 23 years old. Im now 52 Ive had surgeries and nerve block injections. Ive been on pain killers for the post 15 years. I
feel like I ve been throuafl it oll. The nurse at my doctors office recommended Elimidrol ond it really helped me. I really hod a hard time coming off the pain /Oiiers
until I started Elimidrol. Its been a while now and the cravings are gone and e.ach day I m feeling even better. Very happy I found Elimidrol.

-Thomas from Maine

-Chery from Texas

"This was probably the scariest time of my life and oll thot I could do was worry 2417 obout when withdrawal wosgoing to hit and how bod it would be. It was
basically as bad as I imagined and then some. I hod no idea until I experienced it I wanted a way to quit but did not want any pills or anything even remotely
possible of causing addiction. I was taking everything from perks to oxys to hydromorphone to heroine itself. Whatever I c.ould get my hands on. I was taking about
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10-20 pills and at least a few bags a day depending on the strengths and although Elimidrol did not give me that high or anything, it helped the majority of
symptoms and allowed me time to get my mind under control and not be in a constant state of panic, anxiety, depression, muscle spasms, and crazy stomach
nausea. Those were my worst symptoms and the reason, at least I believe, for all the times that I relapsed and it was a miracle to finally get something to allow me a
way out. Before this product, I honestly believed I was trapped for life, I could not see a way out and I had no idea how I could beat something like this. I m very
happy to be out of this trap. This company needs to start advertising more. Everyone should be aware of it.

-John from Massachusetts

“Finally something that actually works It s been 3 weeks since I started taking this stuff and let me tell you…. I m not running marathons but I have a hell of a lot
more energy than before and feeling very positive about things. I just took it as recommended and let it do the rest. I have had a bad back and knees for almost 10
years and prescription medication helped but when it came time to stopping the meds, I went through hell… time and time again. Elimidrol just works… I don t
know much about what s inside but I do know that I ve tried everything I could get my hands on to no avail. Thank you I ll be sure to recommend your products.

-Sammie from Ca ifornia

“For me, your opioid withdrawal supplement has been a godsend. I was on pain killers three times a day before taking methadone. I could not stop taking the
methadone without going in to horrible withdrawals. Since being on Elimidrol I have finally been off methadone without the withdrawal problems and it has now
been almost a month for me. This product has been the best thing that has happened to me. I would recommend Elimidrol to anybody who wants to be off these
opioids.

-Marc from

inois

“Elimidrol is amazing. I have told my entire support group about this wonderful product. To start, let me say my hardest part of withdrawals was not the typical first
few days but rather the mental part after the physical part stops. I just couldn t get motivated, I never felt like myself, always felt down, and my anxiety was nonstop. I just hated this part since it seemed to drag on and wouldn t stop no matter what I did. I bought Elimidrol while on Day 2 of withdrawal and got it the next day.
I started taking it that day, day 3, and felt better within 20 minutes of the first dose. I did take an extra scoop on the first two days of using Elimidrol both of the
Daytime and of the Nighttime as I had some external issues that were really stressing me out and it helped a lot with that as well. I feel very little to almost no
withdrawal symptoms most of the day and can actually sleep through the night. Feel free to post this on your website, I hope my success can help others realize they
aren t alone, Elimidrol will help.

-Michae from Oregon

“I have referred Elimidrol to so many people now and will continue to do so. When I called you guys, I made it clear that I was very doubtful if your product could
help me. Your customer service was excellent, addressed my concerns, and I figured I d try it, even though I was still a bit doubtful. Once I took the first scoop I knew
this was the real deal. That sense of calmness and comfort was exactly what I needed to get through this. Thank you for selling this product. Elimidrol is the reason I
am clean today.

-Shauna from South Caro ina

“I am so happy for finding Elimidrol. While withdrawing Elimidrol was the only reason I could get out of bed in the morning and have enough strength to face the
day. The withdrawals were so bad I couldn t do anything, it was terrible. After taking Elimidrol I had the boost I needed and was able to get out of bed, shower, run
errands, and be part of my family again. Feeling normal is beyond great.

-Jesse from Ca ifornia

“Elimidrol I would love to thank you for giving me my life back I have struggled with opiate addiction for years. First it was heroin for 2 years and then I was on
oxycodone for 1 year taking up to 660-700 MG a day Now I m on day 4 and my head is clear I feel better than I ever have, just lacking some energy Thanks to you
Elimidrol because I almost lost my husband and home due to my stupidity To those of you who wonder if this works… IT DOES

-Amanda from Kentucky

“I was lost and had no idea where to turn. Just thinking about withdrawal scared me so bad. I really doubted this could work and once I received it I was hesitant to
even take it. Well it finally became time to try it out and I felt the relief very quickly. For anyone in doubt, just give it a try and you ll see.

-Mada yn from Ca ifornia

“Elimidrol made what my wife and I thought was going to impossible, very doable. I started taking low doses of Vicodin for medical purposes, which then led to high
doses of oxycodone, which then eventually led to Dilaudid. My wife then started taking oxycodone and before we realized it, everything became out of control. I lost
my job, we lost our house, we were broke, and we still couldn t get ourselves to stop. My wife and I took Elimidrol for the first time together and we were ecstatic. I
mean truly delighted that it actually worked. We felt this sense of normalcy and like we can do this. That was over a month ago and neither of us has touched a
single drug since. Thank you Elimidrol.

-Bruce and Chery from Tennessee
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“Thank you, thank you, thank you for helping me live again… Before starting on Elimidrol my withdrawals were so awful that I hated laying down at night because I
couldn t ever sleep well and I dreaded the thought of waking up to another day of pain. Elimidrol changed all this and now I have my life back… and it s a life worth
living. Thank you

-Lynne from Ok ahoma

“Your product is a miracle. Please feel free to use this letter for your testimonial or whatever other purposes as I hope others can get the help I received from
Elimidrol. I felt hopeless and like I would never return to normal after using opiates on and off for over 12 years. The depression, anxiety, vomiting, restlessness, it
was all just becoming way too much to handle. I first used methadone to try and quit but the methadone withdrawal was horrible. It was so bad that I went back on
oxycodone just to make it stop. Then my doctor gave me Suboxone and that was a little better but still extremely excruciating when trying to quit. I felt like the
withdrawal never stopped. That led to 4 more straight years of heroin and oxycontin abuse. My best friend had some Elimidrol and after I tried it, I couldn t believe
how much better I felt. I then ordered the Nighttime and Daytime and the relief it provided me was amazing. I finally could sleep through the night and I was able to
go to work during the day. I felt happy finally. I am now proud to say I am 73 days clean and feeling better than I ever have. I give this product a 10 out of 10.

-Jason from New York

“You completely amazed me. I had no clue what to expect but was surprised when it really worked. Was just so scared and hyping myself up that it wouldn t. You
had really great customer service as well, thank you for this.

-Jaden from Ohio

“I tried quitting at least 3-4 times cold-turkey in the past before I finally realized I just couldn t handle it. I needed help desperately. Time felt like it never moved, I
was depressed, I was anxious to the point that my skin was tingling and I just couldn t stop moving. This wasn t just restless legs, it felt like my whole body was
restless. I was sweating and freezing at the same time and just so nauseous. My stomach was cramping and my brain was in a fog where I just couldn t think straight.
It was bad. I bought Elimidrol one night when I was not able to sleep. I really didn t even read much about it but I needed something and was at my wits end. After
taking the Elimidrol I first noticed the brain fog was gone. Then my body wasn t really aching or feeling off temperature wise any more. My body and mind actually
felt comfortable, which I never experienced before in withdrawal. I can t even believe I m already on day 6 of withdrawal right now. I m free of opiates and I give
most of the credit to Elimidrol This is an excellent product and I won t hesitate to recommend it to anyone.

-Brent from

inois

“I appreciate what Elimidrol did for me. I have a profession where it was very important for me to do this at home in complete privacy. Elimidrol allowed me to do so
and really helped me a lot. I felt it from the first day and the daytime helped me still get stuff done and the nighttime helped me actually get some rest. The fact that
this really worked in itself was a huge relief. A real life saver, thank you.

-Stephen from New Mexico

“As promised, I noticed the Elimidrol taking effect after the first dose and it made everything so much more bearable. I used both the Daytime and Nighttime and
both did what they stated. I am most likely going to be placing more orders as I really like the way this product makes me feel. I feel happy, calm, and energetic. I love
it. Great product.

-Richard from Ca ifornia

(/contact-us)

Stay Connected

We’re Trusted

Money Back Guarantee
(/money-backguarantee)

About Us (https://www.elimidrol.com/about-us/) | Why Elimidrol (https://www.elimidrol.com/why-elimidrol/) |
Money Back Guarantee (https://www.elimidrol com/money-back-guarantee/) | Wholesale (https //www elimidrol.com/wholesale/) |
Financial Assistance (https //www elimidrol.com/financial-assistance/) | Affiliate Program (https://www.elimidrol com/ap/) | Terms (https://www.elimidrol.com/terms/) |
Privacy Policy (https //www elimidrol.com/privacy-policy/) | Feedback (https //www elimidrol.com/contact-us/)

© 2015 Sunrise Nutraceuticals LLC. All rights reserved.
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All logos, trademarks or company names shown, used or mentioned on this page are copyrighted property of Sunrise Nutraceuticals LLC. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. This product contains highly potent and effective ingredients; caution must be exercised under strict dosing protocols.
Elimidrol™ is manufactured for Sunrise Nutraceuticals LLC, 2234 N. Federal Hwy #479, Boca Raton, FL 33431 - 800-801-7924
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A Supplement For Opiate Withdrawal?
Opiate addiction treatment generally follows the standard of pharmacological and behavioral
approaches. But who on the market has been considering dietary needs during withdrawal from
opiates in recent months?
Today, we speal< with Adam Layne of Sunrise Nutraceuticals, the producer of El imidrol about vitamins
during detox. Basically, Elimidrol is a supplement formula crafted for either daily and/or nightly usage
that should provide relief for those struggling with withdrawal symptoms of opiate addiction. Elimidrol
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•

http://addictionblogorgltreatment/supplements-for-opiate-withdrawal-interview-wi1h-elimidrol-manufacturer-sunrise-nutraceuticals/(4/27f2015 4:01:26 PM]
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IS NOT an approved medication used during opioid withdrawal , but its manufacturers have created it
to help witn a wide spectrum of detox from opiates such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

codeine
heroin
metnadone
OxyContin (oxycodone)
Percocet (oxycodone)
Suboxone (buprenorphine)
V1codin (hydrocodone}
Suboxone (buprenorphine)

IDENTIFYING ADDICTION

LATEST COMMENTS
Ivana @ Addiction Blog

The formula contains proprietary blend (listed on the package) of pharmaceutical grade ingredients,
herbs, amino acids, minerals, and supporting nutrients. While tnink tnat vitamins for drug
witndrawal may look too good to be true, Elimidrol offers a 100% money back guarantee if you are
not happy with tne product.
More here about he product's safety, efficacy, and use. Then, we offer you our condusion on tnis
product and invrte you to leave your questions, comments, or reviews of Elimidrol in the comments
section at the end.
ADDICTION BLOG: Thanks for joining us, Adam. Is Elimidrol only to be used during opiate
withdrawal? Can it support withdrawal from benzodiazepines, stimulants drugs, or alcohol?

SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: Al hough there are many similarities among tne wrthdrawals tnat
occur witn different substances (benzodiazepines, stimulants, alcohol, metnamphetamines, and so
forth}, these withdrawals can also come witn different intensity levels, as well as different
characteristics. That is, certain symptoms that are prevalent during opiate withdrawal may not be
present during wrthdrawal from other classes of drugs, and Vice-versa.
While we have received feedback from many
people who have used Elimidrol to help
successfully overcome tneir dependence on other
substances, Elimidrol rtself was specifically
formulated for opiate wrthdrawal, and therefore
may not be as comprehensive in addressing each
and every symptom of drug witndrawal.

Trusted Helpline
Help Available 2417

1-888-981-5694

ADDICTION BLOG: This formula has been placed
on the market and claims to be unmatched by its
competition. Specifically, how is Elimidrol different
than other formulas, as well as the Thomas
Recipe, a DIY home detox combination? How is a
powder form of supplement a better choice while - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - withdrawing from opiateslopioids?

•

SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: Elimidrol is different in several ways from any other opiate wi hdrawal
supplement on the market, and is completely non-addictive and non-habit-forming. The differences
start witn Elimidrol's very high success rate, which we've made possible through a carefully selected
combination of potent ingredients in optimal dosage amounts tnat can deliver tne effectiveness tnat's
crucial to successful opiate witndrawal. While tnere are a few similar ingredients between Elimidrol
and otner products, the Elimidrol difference comes from a total package - formulation, potency,
dosage - that is significantly different from anytning else available. Elimidrol was scientifically
designed to be the best product of its kind for comba ing opiate witndrawal as effectively as possible
witn no risk of addiction.
While the Thomas Recipe is somewhat on the right track, rt's not quite the solution we need. Elimidrol
is a superior alternative to tne Thomas Recipe in relieving tne symptoms of opiate withdrawal. The
problem many people are finding witn the Thomas Recipe is tnat tnis recipe is really just a basic
grocery list - a handful of supplements and medications you're told to buy separately, and tnen take
according to a regimen. However, tne metnod is limiting and incomplete, because he recipe simply
doesn't contain enough to provide adequate support throughout tne complex and demanding process
of opiate withdrawal.

httpJ/addictionblog orgitteatment/supplements.for.opiate-withdrawaJ.intemew-with~drol-manufacturer.sunrise-mrtraceuticals/[4127120 1 5 4:01 :26 PM]

Hi David. If yoo'Ve been taking tt oo
regular basis, it is not probable that you
will go without exp...

Ivana @ Addiction Blog
Hi John. You can start 'jQ6 search here

http://addictiooblog.org/find·treatment/

°' here https:/tm...

Ivana @ Addiction Blog
Hi Jennifer. I believe this question can
be answered most accurately by a
doctor or a pharmacist ....
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Elimidrol is a highly comprehensive formula that will significan ly reduce the symptoms of opiate
withdrawal, making he process more comfortable. Elimidrol will not remove the symptoms 100%, to
the point that you would forget you’re in opiate withdrawal, but it can make those symptoms (and their
intensity levels) far more manageable both mentally and physically.
Elimidrol comes in a powder form because we found hat pills and capsules are much too limiting for
a product like this to be as effective as possible. By making Elimidrol into a powder, we were able to
formulate the product to the exact specifications and optimal dosage amounts required for maximum
withdrawal relief – something that’s just not possible with a capsule or pill.
ADDICTION BLOG: Is doctor’s supervision and prescription needed or suggested when taking
Elimidrol?
SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: When consuming any supplement or formula it is always advisable to
consult with your physician, especially if you’re using any prescription or over-the-counter medications
or dietary supplements, or if you have any pre-existing medical conditions.
ADDICTION BLOG: Are any adverse side effects possible when using Elimidrol?
SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: There are no reported adverse side effects when using Elimidrol.
The ingredients and dosages have been carefully selected to ensure the highest safety levels.
However, this does not mean that adverse reactions are impossible; side effects can occur any time
that any substance is ingested. To minimize this remote chance, always follow the directions on the
bottle.
ADDICTION BLOG: Can Elimidrol be used if the user has concurrent medical conditions which
require pharmaceutical/Rx medications?
SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: Al hough we do not have any reports of pharmaceu ical medications
interacting negatively with Elimidrol, we do advise all users to first consult with their physician prior to
consuming Elimidrol or any other supplement. This is especially true when using pharmaceutical
medications known for their high interaction poten ials, such as SSRI and MAOI anti-depressants.
ADDICTION BLOG: Can pregnant women, or women that gave birth recently use the product? Can
Elimidrol do harm to a fetus?
SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: Do not take Elimidrol, or any other supplement, while pregnant or
nursing unless specifically recommended by your physician.
ADDICTION BLOG: Where can we find information about Elimidrol’s clinical trials? Have
details/results been made public?
SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: Supplement formulas cannot get the same “copy protection” and
patents that drug and prescription medication manufacturers are allowed. Therefore, by releasing
clinical trial data, we would be making public some very key, proprietary information on how we were
able to make Elimidrol the highly effective opiate withdrawal supplement that it is. Instead, we are
given the option to keep this information proprietary, ensuring that competitors do not simply take the
informa ion that took us many years of hard work to discover, analyze, and formulate into such a
valuable product for our customers. At the end of the day, it’s our customers who tell the Elimidrol
story best. You can find their experiences on our testimonials page at Elimidrol[dot]com.
ADDICTION BLOG: For how long do you suggest Elimidrol clients use the product during
withdrawal?
SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: We recommend taking Elimidrol until you are at least past the acute
stage of opiate withdrawal. The length of withdrawal will differ by individual, depending on many
variables such as opiate type, duration of use, metabolism, and so forth; however, as a very general
guideline, most people find that after 1½ to 2 weeks hey’re feeling significantly better, even after
discontinuing use of Elimidrol. We do recommend finishing the bottle to ensure a smooth recovery.
ADDICTION BLOG: Your company is offering a 100% money back guarantee – has anybody asked
for a refund on the product yet?
SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: Al hough it’s a very rare occurrence, there will always be certain
exceptional situations that make it necessary for a person to return the product. We’re proud to say
that well over 99% of the customers who purchase Elimidrol are happy with the results and decide to
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keep it However, we want to allow all of our customers to make their purchase with he same
confidence that we have in the product, which is the reason for our 100% money back guarantee.
This is a product hat will start working with the first dose, and you will feel the difference on the first
day.
ADDICTION BLOG: Do you have anything else you'd like to add?

SUNRISE NUTRACEUTICALS: We know that addiction has had a very serious impact on countless
lives across the world, and that no matter what type of addiction someone is facing, there is no easy
fix. Not even Elimidrol can magically solve anyone's problems, but we do know that in tts short
existence, Elimidrol has already helped ease the agoniZing opiate withdrawal symptoms of thousands
who have made he decision to reclaim their lives. We want people to know that it is possible, that the
support is out there, and that we're here to provide tt.

Addiction Blog Conclusion
How truly effective is Elimidrol? This usually depends on a person's metabolism and natural reaction
to supplements; some people may have good results in a short amount of time, and some might take
little longer. The product is overseen by the FDA and must adhere to enforced guidelines as specified
in the OSHEA (Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act) and the FD&C (Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act}. But we'd like to hear back from current or past users in the comments section.
Generally, this product has received positive reViews in online forums. A money back policy seems to
stand behind the product. However, we are still skeptical about how this supplement mix might do a
better job than naturally taking the given vttamins listed in ingredients. Similar mixes of vttamins,
minerals, and herbs are available on the market but have been met with very mixed reviews. Of the
few current critiques of Elimidrol, we have found that you can prepare a similar vttamin - mineral mix
at home (such as the Thomas recipe). But in truth, to collect all these ingredients via food and ftuids
during the day, would cost more than a package of Elimidrol: at 224 grams per piece, has a
competmve price of $75 each.
In conclusion the question still stands: Is Elimidrol worth a try as a supplement during opiate
withdrawal? In our opinion, check in with your supervising doctor first; and as long as tt is safe ..why
not?
We invtte your feedback now.

Photo credit: Marc Bernal Madrid
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Subsctibe to this post

9 Responses to "Supplements for opiate withdrawal: INIERVIEW with
Elimidrol manufacturer, SUillise Nutraceuticals"
Carl
10 53 pm August 17th, 2014
ExcellenV. Ifs amazing how many ignore this aspect of addiction, yet claim to be healthcare
providers.

Victoria M.
4 07 pm August 20th, 2014
As a past user of Elimidrol I can say the product wort<s wonderfully. I am now 6 months clean and
have a new found respect for my life. I'll never go back. I also recommend joining NA (or even AA) or
some sort of support network as ij helps to have people to talk to. Half a year, can't believe it, thank

you elimidrol!

animation
6 48 am August 25th, 2014

Your article is very helpful thank you very much for sharing .

planing on to order Elimidrol tomorrow morning
4 10 am October 31st, 2014
l'Ve been reading quite some time about EL MIDROL I might have read only one critique,, all are
good experiences successful in widrawl relief I will keep you guys posted as soon as I receive the
product and take ij I will make my first video I've been addicted to TRAMAOOL for over 8 yrs not
by choice,,it was an accident becoming Dependant to this drug, plus I had never been addicted to
anything at the time I realize I was addicted my body was going thru widrwals and I was terrified,,my
body is the type tga will go tru widrawts 3 hrs of last pill,i dont take more than 8-10 pills a day, starting
with 2 in the moming,with Iii kids at home I couldni even try to cleanse my self..but am done, I pray
God to help me give me strength and with my own strength God and Elimidrol, I know I can do this
wish me luck anyone

Scott
9 54 am November 23rd, 2014
@Plannin on to order elimidrol
Well, you have not posted back areyou still taking tramadol? Also 8-10 a day! You are beyond the
seizure threshold limit. No doctor would prescribe that amount. t is your own problem you created
no accident. Take accountability, it was you that did this to you! Anyways wijh that said I do hope you
stop taking the drug. Please let us know how it is going and don't just post that your buying this
product and then not post your review!

christian
5 40 pm December 3rd, 2014
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i just ordered i hope ij works out like all the hype points to. Im a hippe man and need it to stl1ltin up im
using this stuff to help my surfing/mastert>ation addiction thank you !!!

Susan
5 36 am December 14th, 2014
Totally agree with SCOTT!! Let us know please how you get on I am in a desperate situation n
would like to go n find out more about this product. Take care, God Bless ..

Thomas
8 36 pm December 18th, 2014
This works miracles. For 13 years I took pain medications prescribed by doctor for an accident back
in 2000. So basically all of my 20s and almost half of my 30s were lost to those god awful drugs.
Good lord, it felt like the methadone was breaking my bones. Yes they were prescribed and yes they
were amazing at first but oh my god they consumed every part of me. B imidrol cut the hideous
withdrawals down and made the •1can't do it" voice disappear. Remarkable, bless you and everyone
involved with tt.

jesse B
2 31 am April 12th, 2015
I used roxi 30s for about a year then went to heroin ive been addicted for 18 mths and im so tired of
living this way!! I really want to stop but the withdrawal scares me throwing up,diarrhea, stomach
pains, not sleeping thats just the physical the symptoms the depression the not having any energy or
being able to function if this product can help me deal with the physical and mental withdrawal I have
to try tt they offer financial assistance which will help im goi1g to get it as soon as I can get the money
I promise I will let everyone know my results I want to be tree from this please pray for me!!
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HOMEPAGE

About AddictionBlog.org

Our Mission

Addiction Blog is a network of writers and bloggers managed by Lee Weber. Contributors are industry
leaders who are interested in the field of addiction treatment. We embrace new ideas and alternative
therapies for the treatment of all types of addiction.

To connect families and individuals struggling with addiction
to necessary and appropriate treatment options.
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